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of the rights of taxation to the colonial assemblies. These
were large sacrifices to make as the price of peace, but
hardly provided any solution of the problem of how the
colonies should contribute towards imperial defence. Burke
would have shelved the question of taxation, withdrawn all
the Penal Acts, and applied the proceeds of the commercial
duties to the administration of the colonies. Those were
merely terms of surrender. After the colonies, in pursuit
of a French alliance, had published the Declaration of
Independence on July 4, 1776, Lord North proposed the
despatch of Commissioners to arrange terms of peace,
the withdrawal of all taxes except those imposed for the
regulation of trade, and the suspension of all the Penal
Acts. In 1778, Lord Howe was sent out, carrying a further
draft of terms: all revenue taxes were to be removed, Penal
Acts were to be set aside, the colonies were to provide for
their own military defence, were to elect their own Governors
and officials, subject to the approval of the King, and were
to be allowed to have a Federal Assembly. This was by far
the most statesmanlike scheme yet produced, but the
colonies having already tasted independence and endured
three years of warfare were in no mood to accept even these
terms. Had these offers been made in 1774 they might
have provided a solution of the difficulties: they suppose,
however, willingness on the part of the colonists to provide
for their own defence and to acknowledge loyalty to the
Mother Country, and whether these conditions existed even
in 1774 may be doubted.
The Declaration of Independence, after reciting the evils
which the colonies had hitherto borne, stated that " these
17761	United Colonies are, and of right ought to be Free and
" Independent States; that they are absolved from all alle-
"glance to the British Crown, and that all political connec-
tion between them and the State of Great Britain is and ought
to be totally dissolved/"1 This was merely the formal
expression of what, in fact, had existed for over a year.
Gradually successive grievances had forced the colonies to
unite in opposition to England. Samuel Adams organised
1 Morison, Awer* RevoL, Sources and Docs., p» 160.

